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The MetroArchaeo 2020 Conference will have "Live
Demonstration" track to allow an interactive and tangible
form of presentation, which is quite different from the oral
and poster sessions. The demonstrations will be conducted
in presentation booths and ample space will be provided to
set up a working system, may it be interactive software on a
laptop or a hardware setup.

CALL
DEMONSTRATIONS

ORGANIZERS

GENERAL CHAIRS

Pasquale DAPONTE, University of Sannio
Stefano GIALANELLA, University of Trento
Dario PETRI, University of Trento

IMPORTANT DATES

June 19, 2020 - Special Session Proposal

June 30, 2020 - Extended Abstract Submission

July 20, 2020 - Acceptance Notification

September 15, 2020 - Final Paper Submission

CONTACTS

www.metroarcheo.com

info@metroarcheo.com

DEMO GUIDELINES

Proposals of live demonstrations should submit a one-page description of the
demonstration, using the same page formatting as for regular MetroArchaeo
papers. In case of demonstration based on already published work, the paper
must include a reference to at least one earlier publication.
In addition, there will be a “Best Demonstration Contest” to recognize the top live
demonstration and encourage the participation in the demonstration session. The
contest winner will receive the "Best Demonstration Award" of MetroArchaeo
2020.

athena@athenaconsulting.eu

FOR

Conference delegates are invited to experience the demonstrations directly, to
interact with, play with, and challenge them. Presenters will have the opportunity
to show direct proof of their working systems and to create a lasting impression.
Prospective demonstrations could be either be related to the work that has
already been published or the one going to be published during MetroArchaeo
2020.

TRENTO

Art and architecture, nature and museums
have made Trento a cultural hotspot.
Provincial and (autonomous) Regional 
Capital, this city in Trentino Alto Adige boasts 
a long, rich tradition and some of the most 
important monuments in Italian history.


